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QUESTION 1

You are revising a sales order by manually scheduling the following fulfillment line and splitting it. 

Which three order attributes can be updated for the split line? (Choose three.) 

A. Fulfillment Line shipment method 

B. Fulfillment Line warehouse C. Fulfillment Line scheduled ship date 

D. Fulfillment Line unit selling price 

E. Fulfillment Line quantity 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to decrease the implementation time for Order Management by using the Quick Start feature. Select the
accurate list of four areas that you can configure by using the Quick Start feature. 

A. Objects in receiving, objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of
inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

B. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, default pick release attributes for the
shipping parameters of inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

C. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, objects in advanced fulfillment, and
orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

D. Objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of inventory facilities,
objects in receiving, objects in order management parameters 

E. Default general shipping parameters, objects in receiving, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters
of inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company wants to revise an existing sales order in Order Management Cloud to compensate the downstream
legacy fulfillment system that does not allow any update to the already interfaced fulfillment lines. 

What type of compensation pattern rule would you need to define for the orchestration process fulfillment step? 
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A. Define one rule of type CREATE. 

B. Define one rule of type UPDATE. 

C. Define two rules: one of type CANCEL and another of type CREATE. 

D. Define one rule of type CANCEL_CREATE. 

Correct Answer: C 

A rule that you can set on an orchestration process step that specifies the adjustments to make when an order changes.
Undo, Redo, Update, Cancel, and None are each an example of a compensation pattern. For example, assume the
compensation pattern for a Create Shipment step is Redo, and that this step calls the Cancel service and the Create
service. If Order Management receives a change order that includes a new warehouse for this step, then it runs the
Cancel service and the Create service again. 

 

QUESTION 4

The warehouse manager of your company wants manual intervention to handle the allocated materials and to backorder
the sales order lines in case of any physical discrepancies in the stock before pick confirmation. The warehouse
manager wants to enforce manual picking followed by auto ship confirmation based on the picked quantity without any
further manual intervention. 

What is the correct shipment configuration to meet this requirement? 

A. Disable Auto Confirm Picks, deselect the check box "Create Shipments," and schedule the Create Shipment
process. 

B. Disable Auto Confirm Picks and select the check box "Create Shipments" in Pick Wave Release Rule. 

C. Disable Auto Confirm Picks, deselect the check box "Create Shipments," and schedule the Confirm shipment
process. 

D. Disable Auto Confirm Picks, select the check box "Create Shipments," and schedule the Confirm Shipment process. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify two tasks that are used to set up statuses in the orchestration process configuration in the Functional Setup
Manager. (Choose two.) 

A. Manage Orchestration Status Values 

B. Manage Task Status Condition 

C. Manage Status Values 

D. Manage Orchestration Status 

Correct Answer: BD 
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